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ENTIRE WORLD
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ALFRED C. KEMPER,
1895.

lfow to use the Book.
HIS book is to teach you to make perf,'c'
photographs with the Kombi.
It can be easily done.
Other people have done it.
So can you, if you will follow the instructions.
Everything has to be learnt, even making pictures with the
Kombi.
It is as simple as A. B. C., but everybody had to learn the
A. B.C.
The only way to learn Kombi Photography, is to read the
book. To read it several times. To refer to it, at first, every time
you are going to do anything. To look up anything you are in
doubt about.
The book is complete. It contains everything YOll want to
know. You want to kn ow everything ill it.
Nothing is easy until you know it. Nothing is so easy to
learn "to know", as "Kombi Photography."
You will never know it until you have mastered the book.
But the book is simple enough.
If, in spite of all, there is something you can't get right, write
to the manufacturer, fmd he will tell you where you are wrong.
In looking anything up, refer to the Index at the end of the
book.
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The Kombi.
Preliminary Explanations.
THE KaMEl is made of two portions, one fitting into the other.
The front part contains the Lens, 'and the Shutter.
The rear portion, or Roll Holder, contains the rolls How nade.
which hold the sensitive film .
rrhe Lens is a piece of glass, ground double convex so that it
collects the rays of light and "projects", or throws
The Lens.
them upon the sensitive film.
Behind the lens, inside the front portion of the Kombi, is the
Shutter. The Shutter keeps the iight out, when the picture is
not. being taken. It is guided by the Spring Latch
The Shutter.
on the top of front portion of Kombi. The Spring
Latch holds th e Shutter either open or shut. Open,
when picture is being taken. Shut, either before or after picture
is taken. (See illustrations, Figs. 1, 2 and 3.)

o

o

o

Fig.!.

Fi g . 2.

Fig. 3.

LENS CLOSED,BEFORE
TAKING EXPOSURE.

LENS OPEN , WHILE
T AKING EXPOSURE.

LENS CLOSED, AFTER
TAKING EXPOSURE.

When the Kombi is held as shown in Fig. 1, [with the lens t owards you] and the spring is pressed, the latch flies from right to
left, opening the sh utter on th e way, (as it takes,
Making an
for an instant, th e position shown in Fig. 2), and
Exposure.
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stopping when it reaches position shown in Fig. 3.
Pointing the Kombi at an object and
snapping the latch, is called "making an
exposure!' You expose the film to the
light which passes through the lens.
The action of white light upon the
sensitive film impresses upAction of
on it those objects directly
Light on
Film.
in front of the lens, or in
Fig ..4.- 1.'HE KOAfBL
other words, takes a picture, but this
picture remains invisible until the film has been "developed."
"Developing," is bringing out the invisible picture
Developing.
on the film by means of chemicals.
When the picture is developed, it must be "fixed", so that it
stays visible, and so that light will not injure it.
Fixing.
The picture which is thus developed and fixed, is
called a "negative", because, in this form, the shadows are all
A Negative.
light, and the lights, dark.
"Printing", is done by placing the transparent negative upon
a piece of sensitized paper, and letting the sunlight pass through
the negative on to the sensitized paper, thus bringPrinting, &c.
ing out the Jights and shadows as they should be.
The printed picture is then "Toned," "Bun~ished," and "lllounted" , (and sometimes, after that, "Burnished" in a macl>ine), all
of which processes will be described later on.

Making Exposures.
To mak e an exposure with the Kombi is th e simplest thing in
the world, because the Kombi is the simplest camera
in the world.
You must first decide, whether you are going to make SnapShot (i. e. instantaneous) E xposures, or "Time
Sna~-Shot
or Time
Exposures." It is best to make all exposures the
Exposure,
Which?
same on the same film, because easier to develop.
How simple.
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Snap-shot or instantaneous exposures, mUE't be made in the
open air, in a bright light and clear atmosphere.
Time exposures are to be made indoors, and when the light is
not bright enough for snap- shot exposures.
It is best for beginners to make time exposures only.
Time-exposTime-exposures are easier to make and results are
ures best
for begin more satisfactory, because any condition of light will
ne
rs.
do.
Snap-shot exposures are uncertain, because so much depends
on the light, and the atmosphere.

To make a Snap=Shot Exposure.
Set Latch to position No.1, holding finger over lens until set.
Take off cap.
Point Kombi directly at object to be photographed.
To make a
Snap-Shot
Snap the Latch, by pressing down spring, so Latch
Exposure .
can pass without stopping to position No.3. (page 3).
Wben you have made one exposure,
before making the next., always turn
roller No. II in direction of arrow until you have counted three clicks. A
fresh surface of film will then be
ready for another exposure.
In duing this, if rollers are not very
tight, it is a good plan to press the
left thumb against roller No. I, so as
to cause more tension and force click
Fig.5. SNAPPING THE LATCH. to operate.

To Make a Time Exposure.
Cover Lens with Time Exposure Cap.
Set Kombi on some steady stand, such as a table or tripod,
pointing directly at s ubject.
To make a
Set Latch to position No. 2, (page3), holding finger
Time
over Lens until quite ready.
Exposure.
Remove finger from Lens, and leave open for a
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t ime varying from 6 to 50 seconds, or more, according to condit ions explained in '·Time-Table."
Snap the latch, by pressing down on spring.
Change surface of film, ready for next exposure, as explained
above.

Rules for Taking Pictures.
Uon 't touch
g lass.

I n holding finger over lens, while setting latch,
do not let your finger come into direct contact with
~~~

~

For a Landscape, point Kombi at center pf landscape.
S mall object...
For a Small Object, place object against dark background, and point Kombi at center of object.
For a Large Object, as a Building, etc., stand away
La rge object s .
from the object, a distance equal to about twice its
height, and point Kombi directly at object. If however, you stand
on a hill, and can point at center of object, a distance equal to
the height is satisfactory.
For a Portrait, place the person against a back-ground, preferably light, hold the Kombi about three feet from
P ortraits .
the face and point at chin.
In making an exposure, the Kombi should uever be tilted atan
angle, but always beld level.
For Time Exposures, don't hold the Kombi in your hand; rest
it on some stationary object, such as a table, or tripod.
The light should never shine on the lens, bu t on the object to
be photographed. The sun should always be at the
Thesun .
back of the operator, or directly overhead.
Landscapes .

Time-Table.
In a bright light, out of doors, for snap-shot, without time
exposure cap, just snap the latch.
I n a bright light, out of doors, for pictures of objects which
Outdoors .
can be kept still, with time-exposure cap, one second.
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I n n medium light, or in the shade, three seconds.
I ndoor Pictures should always be t ime exposures. Kombi
ehould always be pointed away from the light.
Indoor s.
Time-exposure cap should always be used.
For room with white walls, and in bright sunlight,
Room with
white walls.
time of exposure should be at least 6 seconds.
If the sunlight is hazy, at least 12 seconds.
If the light is medium bright, at least 25 seconds.
If the light is dim, at least 50 seconds.
For rOom with medium-colored walls, other conditions remaining the same, the times of exposure should be at
Roo,!, w ith
.
medium
least double those gIVen above.
lig ht w alls.
For room with dark walls and hangings, the times
Room with
of exposure should be at least fi ve times those
dark walls:
given above.
If the room has only one window, the times of exposure
should be at least twi ce as long as any of the times
Room w ith
given.
one window .
Thus, under the most favorable conditions given above, in a
room of one window or more, the time of exposure should be at
least 6 seconds; whilst, under the most unfavorable condit ions,
in room with only one window, the £lxposure should be at least
twice, five times, fifty seconds, or 500 seconds; that is, over eight

minutes.
It is not al ways possible, even for an experienced photographer,
to gauge exactly the right time of exposure, without
To get as
some experiment. For a picture which you desire to
nea rl y rig ht
get as near right as possible, it is a good thing to
as possible .
make say three expo.~ures, timing each one say 2 seconds longer
than the last. Thus, you might take the first at 12 seconds, the
next at 14 seconds, and the next at 16 seconds. One of these exposures will in all probability be very nearly right.
One of the most important things in photography is to get the
right time for exposure. I n order to do tbis, before taking a
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picture, study the light, read this chapter, and time your exposure as nearly according to t h e instructions as you can.

Caps.
T here are two Caps for the L ens of the Kombi.
T he first is the Time Exposure Cap. It is t he cap
T ime
Expos ure
with the small opening. It is always used for timeCap.
exposures.
The second is the Snap-Shot Cap. It is the cap with the large
opening. It is used for snap-shot exposures, when
Snap·Sh ot
Cap.
the light is very bright and the atmosphere exceptionally clear.
The Naked Lens (withou t cap) is used for snapLens without
Cap.
shot exposures in the sunlight, with an ordinary
atmosphere.

Flash=Light Exposures.
There is a way of making what m ight be called snap-shot exposures, by flash -light. It is turning snap·shot photography
a round . I nstead of snapping the latch, you" flash the light."
It is to be done at night in a perfectly dark room, as follows:- First arrange your subject, as if you were going to
Howto
" Flas h the
take a picture by daylight.
Light."
Point your Kombi.
Turn out the lights.
Open the Shutter. (Position 2, page 3.)
Take a Magnesium Cartridge. P lace it in a dish or tray exactly
above and a little behind Kombi.
L ight the Cartridge. (It will fla~h up and go out.)
Spring t he latch.
Turn on the light, and change surface of film, as usual.
With proper care, 't he Kombi will give better resBetter res ults
with the
ults by flash- light than many larger and much more
KQmbi.
expensive cameras.
For price of Magnesium Cartridges, see price list.
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Deve/oping, Printing, Etc.
When your film is full of pictures, the next thing is to have
the p ictures developed.
Two way ....
There are two ways of having this done: First, to
of having
get us or someone else, to do it; Second, to do it
it done . .
yourself.
I n the beginning, it will be best to send the fi lm to us, or to
The best
some practical photographer , to have it developed.
way for
Then, if your pictures do not turn out right, you will
beginners.
know it is the fau lt of the exposures.
• F irst learn how to make proper exposu res. After that, if you
wish, you can learn the art of developing.
T o have your film developed by u s, the best way is to send the
S end u.s
whole Kombi. Wrap carefully in h eavy paper, and
the Kombl.
address on the wrapper :

ALFRED C. KEMPER,
From
208·210 Lake Street,
Name .' . .. ... .
CIIICAOO.
Address ......... .

How to send.

T he postage will be eight cen ts.
Po.stalre.
Write u s a letter of instructions, giving the number of your
Kombi, and enclose money order for the work you
Tell u S
. h done (see P'
' ) 'tncludtng
.
.l
what done.
you
W IS
nce L 1st,
eIght
cents f or
want
ret urn postage.
If you do not wish to send the whole
What the
Kombi, you may, by getting
Magazine
a Magazine, keep the K ombi
is for.
and send only the Roll ' H older with exposed film. The Magazin e Roll H older
can be attached to Kombi, and you can
Fig. 6- ROMSI MAGAZINE. be making another set of exposu res
while we are developing t he first. We can then re-Ioad you r
Roll H older and send it to you, with the develofled and fl rinted '
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pictures. and on its receipt, you can send us the Magazine with
the second set of exposures.
The Kombi is the only camera in the world, that has an extra
Magazine. (For prices, etc., see Price List.)
. The cost of having your pictures developed by us, depends
altogether upon how you have taken the exposures. If they have
Cost of
been carefully timed, above all. if, on the one film,
developing.
you have made all the exposnres under about the
same conditions, and in about the same time, the cost of developing one film will be 15 cents.
If the exposures have been made under different conditions,
and differently timed, and we have to cut the film into pieces
and develop each picture separately, the cost of developing may
amount to 5 cents each picture.
For 15 cents per strip of 25 pictures, we will engage to develop
the strip (without cutting, or special treatment), so as to make as
many perfect negatives as possible, from your exposures. For
cost of printing, mounting, buruishing, etc., see Price List.

Interior of the Kombi.
There are many people who will rest content with the knowledge they have of the exterior of the Kombi.
How is it
If they can make a good exposure, and have it dewith you?
veloped and printed for them, they are satisfied.
Others will want to know how the Kombi is made internally,
how it works, how it is loaded, and how it is unloaded.
Those who want to do their own developing, printing, etc., will
have to know all this.
To learn it practically. take your Kombi (unloaded), sit down
at a table, and take it apart. To do this, grasp rear and front.
How to learn
portion, each in one hand, and pull gently. (Se~
!lbollt it·
Ulustration1 Fi~. 7.) .
.
.
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7.-0PENING OR CLOSING KOMBl.

We have already learnt about the working parts of the front
portion of the Kombi.
The rear portion, or Roll Holder, contains the following parts:
Two Film Rollers (Nos. I and II). Two Film-Guide
Rear Portio!:
Rollers. One Platen. One Mat.
of Kombi.
The Film Rollers are used, as their names implies, for rolling
the film on. In loading, the film is rolled on No. I,
The Film
and, after making an exposure, that portion of film
~ii~rGuid~
upon which the exposure has been made, is rolled
Rolle rs.
off No. I, on to No. II, leaving a fresh surface of film for the next
exposure.
'.rhe Film Guide-Rollers act as guides for the film.
The Platen is for stretching that portion of the surface of the
film, upon which the exposure is to be made.
The Plater.
The Mat determines the boundaries and shape of
The Mat.'
the picture.
Familiarize yourself with these various parts, and with their
position in the roll holder. Take them out and put
Learn the
them back, several times, so that, if necessary, you
places of
the
parts.
will be able to take them all out and put them back
with your eyes shut. This will enable you to work faster when
loading or unloading your Kom bi in the dark room, an d will en;;tble !·OU, if ?,OU wish, to dis]Jense with a lamp alto&,ether,
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To L oad th e Kom bi.
",'Te wiiI .suppose that you now thoroughly understand the
workiag pans of your Kombi, and where they belong. The
T h " Dark
next thing is to be - able to do the loading. For
Ro""m.
this, you must have a dark room or closet, into
which light cannot penetrate. 'fhe least ray of daylight, lamplight, candlelight, or any light but that which has passed
through a pane of ruby-red, yellow or orange glass, will infallibly
spoil your sensitive film (and this, whether an exposure has been
made on it or not). until it has been developed and fixed.
In choosing a closet or dark room, go in, close the door, and see
if any light comes in through cracks or keyhole. If it does, tho
room will not do. The safest way is to work by night. If you
have a ruby lamp, use a very dim light. All you want is enough
light to see what you are doing. Work quickly.
Once in the dark room, take the Kombi apart, and all the
parts out of the roll holder,
except the two rollers. Take
the film out of its paper casing.
Trim the end tapering (Fig.8).
Turn a lap toward the inner
side (Fig. 8).
Insert into slit in roller No. I,
and wind up in direction of
To roll u p
arrow, the inner
t he F ilm .
side of roll out
(Fig. 9). That part of roll holder projecting up on opposite
side of roller No. I, has a recess, Fig. S. - PREPARING FILM FOR
or gauge, on its end, just the
LOADING.
width of film. In rolling up film, let it pass over this gauge,
which will help you to roll it evenly. '(See illustration, Fig. 10 )
When opposite end of film is reached, trim tapering like the
:first end, and insert in, roller J'l'o. I~,
,.
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Pig. g.-LOADING.

MAT, PLATEN AND PILM GUIDE·ROLLERS
REMOVED.

Pig.lO.-USING GAUGE WHEN LOADING.
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Give one and one-half turns of roller No. II, in direction of
arrow.
Give two or three turns of roller No. I, in opposite direction of
arrow, so as to loosen film, then
Insert Guide-Rollers beneath film.

Fig.

H.-

INSERTING PLATEN.

Insert Platen beneath film
(Fig. H);
Turn roller No. I in direction of arrow, until film is
stretched tight across the
platen.
Insert Mat over film.
(Fig. 13.)
Close Kombi.
Spring the Latch, to close
shutter.
Kombi is now loaded, and
ready for use.
In inserting Guide·rollers,
be sure that the one with
Click-pin is in position to
engage Click-sp,·ing.

o
..
Fig . 12.- SHOWING THE ROLLER CASE
LOADED WITH FILM, AND READY
TO PUT THE MAT IN PLACE; A
ROUND MAT GOES WITH Il]ACH
KOMB!.

KOMBt

Fig.
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13. -INSERTING MAT OVER FILM.

In sliding out Mat, if click-pin is in the way, turn roller a little,
to disengage it (Fig. 14 ) . In Inserting Mat, place
T he Mat .
one end under shoulder of spring end-plate, and press
the other end into place (Fig. 13).

Fig.

14.- REMOVING MAT.

A separate explanation as to how to unload will not be neces
sary, as anyone who can load, will also be able to unUnloading.
load the Kombi.

D eve/oping at Ifome.
One of the chief pleasures of amateur photography is in the
developing of the exposures.
Once you have learned to make perfect exposures, if you have

Hi
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the time it will be worth your while to take- up the question of
Developiug and Printing your own pictures.
It is as easy
Kombi exposures can be developed as easily as the
as any other.
exposures taken by other first-class cameras.
For those who desire to do this work, we supply a complete
Developing and Printing Outfit, which Qontains enough Chem·
The
ioals, Paper, etc., to develop 500 pictures, and print 80.
8~~fi~~ ping
When the chemicals, etc;, are used up, it will not
cost mu ch to replace them.
This Developing and Printing Outfit is not a toy, but a practical and complete outfit, containing exactly the same chemicals
It will
and materials as used by ourselves in developing and
work right
printing. It is guaranteed to do the work if you
if you do.
will follow our instructions. With proper care, as
good work should be done, as that of any good photographer.
For price and full description, see Price List.

flow to Develop.
First, prepare your chemicals, as follows:

For Developing Bath.
Fill tray No.1, with clear, cold water (about 50 0 F .), to mark
Developing
shown on inside of tray. Put in one package of
Powder.
Developer, (two powders,) and rock tray until powders are dissolved.

For Fixing Bath.
Fill tray No. 2 with clear, cold water, to mark shown, and dissolve in it a heaped tablespoonful of Hypo.
Hy po.
Now take your la(llp, Kombi, a basin and pitcher
Water,
Lamp ,
filled with cold water and the Developing and Fixing
Kombi.
Baths into the dark room with you.
If you have plenty of room, you may take the whole outfit in
with you, and stand it on a convenient table or shelf.
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Close door ; stop up all openings which let in
Close Door.
light.
Light ruby lamp, and place, with light turned toward you, on
table or sbelf at least eighteen inches away from
Light Lamp.
\\"hera you are going to work.
Unload
Unload Kombi, as per instructions above. Place
Kombi.
lilm in basin of water, and soak until limp.
Place film in tray No.1, ot developing bath, sensitized. side up,
and draw through bath, back and forth , as shown in
Place Film
illustration (Fig. 15). Move continuously, to keep
in Developer.
entire strip well moistened with developer.

Fig.I5 . -DRAWING FILM THROUGH DEVELOPER.

Do not touch sensitized side with your fingers, but handle
strip carefully at its edges.
In from 10 to 20 seconds, the pictures will begin to appear.
The lights will appear first, as dark spots on the film.
How picture
T hen in about two minutes, the shadows will develop.
will appear.
You should watch the process of development, by
lifting film out of bath, and holding between your
Watch film
developing.
eye and the lamp (Fig. 16). Don't hold too near lamp,
nor too long out of developer. It will take from five
Time 5 to 10
to ten minutes to complete the process of developing.
minutes .
Let developing go on, until the shadows are clearly
When done.
seen, and details have come out strongly. When the
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high lights (the dark portions) seem to have come through the
opposite side of film, picture is fully developed.
Over-development makes the
I"f'Rulting negative dim and
dense. While not
[)ense
actually spoiling
Negatives.
the negative, it
makes it very slow to print
from.
Under-development makes
the negative bright, but withFig. 16.
ou t details. Most
Negatives
VIEWIN G FILM DEVELOPING.
amateurs underr
with out
detail. How
develop their pictures. To prevent this, it is better
to prevent.
to leave the film in the developing bath until it
is just a little denser than you wish to have it. The fixing bath
will brighten it up a little.
Undel'-developed negatives can be cured, over-developed negatives must be endured. We can supply an IntensiIntensifyi ng
fier which strengthens, or intensifies, weak, 1tndeTunde rdeveloped
developed negatives (which however is not safe for
negatives.
children to handle.)
If the pictures on one film have been taken in different lights,
and with different exposures, those taken in bright light, and
Differently
with longer exposure, will be developed before those
timed
taken in dim light, and with shorter exposure. In
exposures.
such a case, practiced operator may cut off those
pictures already developed, and proceed to wash and fix them,
while the others remain in the developing bath, until completely
developed (Fig. 17). The novice will find this, however, no easy
task, and the best way for him is to let the pictures go which
first flash up, and take most pains with those which develop
slower.
OveT-exposed pictures develop quickly, but produce weak nega-

a
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tives, without contrast between lights and shades. If
very much over-exposed, the negative will be perfectly black.

Fig.

17.-

19
Black
Negatives.

DEVELOPING FILM WHEN CUT.

Under-exposed pictures produce strong contrasts, but show no
details in shadows. If very much under-exposed,
Blank
there will be no picture at all.
Negatives.

Washing.
When the negative has been sufficiently developed, rinse thoroughly in three changes of fresh water, in your basin.

Fixing.
Place the film in tray No.2, containing your Hypo.
back and forth through bath in the same way as you
have done in developing (Fig. 15). This should be
done until there are no white or milky spots on the
negatives. The operation will take about ten minutes. When fixed, the negative can no longer be
. harmed by light.

Draw it
Clean off
flilkiness.
Time ,
10

minutes .

Washing.
After fixing, the negative should be thoroughly washed in several changes of fresh, cold water, or preferably under
Wash out
a running tap, for about 30 minutes, to remove the
~r.::~:
Hypo. The least trace of Hypo left on the plate will,
30 minutes.
in a short time, destroy the film.
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Soaking and Dry ing.
The film must now be soaked for about 5 minutes in the Soaking Sol ution. This may be done in any clean glass or porcelain
vessel. Then fasten the film with pins to the wall,
S oakin g'
the dull side out, and let it hang until thoroughly
50lution.
dry. Soaking is to prevent the film from curling
while drying.

Rules for Developing, etc.
The Developing, Fixing and Soaking Solutions, h1ay all be
used several times over. The Developing Solution will give out
first; next, the Fixing Solution; and the Soaking
Keep your
Solution, if kept clean, may be used almost in.5olutions.
definitely.
K eep your solutions in perfectly clean, tightly corked, bottles.
Never mix them, and see that even the corks are not changed.
Use tray No.1 for developing and tray No. 2 for
Do n 't m ix
fi)fing and for no other purpose. Use the same tray
Tray s.
always for the same purpose.
The least trace of Fixing Solution will spoil your Developer,
even that coming off your fingers if dipped from one bath into the
other. If your fingers have been dipped into fixing
Don 't mi x
bath, wash and rinse them thoroughly before doing
Solutions .
any more developing.
Label
L abel your bottles and your trays, to prevent all
Every thing.
possible mistakes.

Printing.
Take one of the masks furnished with the outfit (Fig. 18). Cut
the negati ves apart. Fasten the negatives side by side to the
mask by means of the gummed strips. See that the
How t o
du ll side of each negative is turned toward the mask.
use mask.
Select negatives as nearly as possible of the same
. density, that they may print in about the same length of time.
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Fig.

lS.-
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MASK .

Remove back from printing frame (Fig. 19). Place mask with
negatives on the glass; glossy side next to glass.
Printing
Cover mask with strip of sensitized paper; sensitized
Prame.
side next to mask. Replace the back of frame.

Fig.19....:..-PRINTING

FRAME.

Lay frame with glass side up in bright sunlight. Examine
print from time to time, by opening one half of frame.
Print in
Printed picture should show rather darker than you
S unlight.
want it to appear when finished, as the toning and
fixing will slightly bleach it.
Make all the prints you want before beginning the
Make your
Prints first.
toning, etc., as it will save time and trouble to finish
up all your prints at once.
As pictures are printed, place in dark box, in closet
How to keep
Prints and
or drawer, as light will, III time, spoil them. Keep
Sensitized
your sensitized printing paper away from the light,
Paper.
and alwa?,s well wraflped up.
. .
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----------------------------- ~---------------------

Toning.
The toning of prints is a process somewhat similar to the developing of exposures. It is to be done in a room with not too
bright a light, and some distance away from the
Light for
window.
Toning.
Fill tray No.1 with Toning Solution. This tonCold Ton ing
ing solution must be as cold as possible. It may be
Solution .
cooled by p utting into an ice chest for an hour or so.
Or the tray containing solution may be floated on a large basin
of cold, running water, or pieces of ice may be put into solution
while toning is going on.
Place about four or five prints, one by one, into
S ubm erge
the solution, face up. See that they are at once fu ll y
Prints.
submerged.
Don ' t a llow
Move freely, from side to side, as in developing.
Bubbles.
Turn several ·t imes face down, and then up again.
The prints will turn, first yellow, then brown, then purplish.
The process will take about 15 minutes. W hen this stage is
reached, the toning is completed and the prints
Tim e,
15 minutes.
should be taken out at once and put into the

S h ort S top.
This is a solution of 2 tablespoonfuls of common salt in 1 pint
of water. The prints are left in this for 5 minutes
Salt Wat er.
to stop the process of toning from going on any
T ime, 5 min_
utes .
further.

Fin al Washing.
Take prints out of Short Stop and immerse in basin of clear,
cold water. Wash thoroughly in five or six changes, leaving at
least five minutes in each change. The washing is
done by rocking basin to and fro, or, better still, by
Time 2 5 to
30 m inutes.
leaving basin under running tap for about 25 mi~·
gtes t with pictures face down~
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Burnishing w ith Ferro=Ty p e Sheet.
This is done be/oTe mounting.
Fasten Ferro-Type Sheet, which goes with outfit, to a piece of
board with small tacks. Remove dust with a soft cloth. Place
wet toned and fixed prints, face down, on ferro-type
Ferro-Type
sheet, and press on them with a blotter, to expel
S h eets.
water and air bubbles. Place board on edge, and
allow prints to dry. When dry, they will begin to loosen at the
edge, by which they may be removed from ferro-type sheet. Tbis
process gives them a beautiful and permanent gloss.

To Clean Ferr o=Ty pe Sheet.
After each time of using, Ferro-Type Sheet should be cleaned
as follows:
W ash with hot water and soft cloth, rubbing well.
Po lishi ng
Polish dry with chamois skin, silk handkerchief,
Solution.
or soft cloth.
Apply a little Poli&hing Solution, and polish dry with soft cloth.

Mounting.
Make some starch paste, or get some ·good adhesive paste.
Mucilage will do, but paste is better. Apply the paste
Starch
very thinly upon the caTd, and allow it to soak in
Paste .
until there is barely enough left to hold the print.
P lace mounted print, face down, on the face of a slightly warmed
polishing iron, and iron the back with another
W arm Iron .
slightly warm polishing iron. P lace card in a book,
and press u ntil thoroughly dry.
If paste is rubbed into print, instead of card, or too much paste
is used, the picture will lose its gloss.

Burnishing with Burnishing Machine.
l?rofessional photographers run their pictures, when mounted,
tbrou!l"h a burnishing machine. If YOIl caQ . cOl1veQiently hav~

24
Must be
done b y
a Ph otog rapher.
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this done, it wi ll improve the appearance of your
prints; but itmust be d.one immediately after m.ounting, and while the cards are yet damp.

Blue Prints.
This is the simplest meth.od .of making prints fr.om negatives.
The sensitive paper used is called "Ferr.o- Prussiate" paper. The
Fer roprinting precess, in the frame, is the same, but b lue
Pru ssiat e
prints are net t.oned .or burnished, simply rinsed in
Pa per.
clear water fer ab.out 15 minutes, then dried between
bl.otting paper. The picture will be in a rich blue and white.
Blue Prints may be m.ounted the same as .other pri nts.

The Kombi as a Oraphoscope.
The .object .of the Graph.osc.ope is t.o exhibit pictures. The pictures are printed up.on a transparent film . Film is leaded int.o K.ombi the same as a sensitized
film. R.ound cap-plate at back
.of r.oll h.older is rem.oved, by
placing thumb nail .of right
hand against .one kn.ob .on
cap-plate, f.ore-finger nail
against the .other, and turning fr.om right t.o left until
arr.ow .on cap-plate registers
with mark.on back .of case.
Fig. 20.
K.ombi is then held t.o the USING K.oMBl AS A GRAPHOSCOPE.
light, and pictures are l.o.oked at thr.ough the lens (Fig. 20).
The lens magnifies the pictures and brings them o u t very clearly
and distinctly. Y.ou change fr.om .one picture t.o another by t u rning the r.ollers.
We will print your pictures .on a translucent film if desired, or
we will sup ply special strips, fer use in the graphoscope, .of celebtities~ statuar~, paintin~s, views l etc. $et;! :r+ic~ Li!>t.
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~~=--The Kombi is th e si mplest
~-- 111 t he world, but to get the

first-class camera
best results there
are a few simple ru les which must be remembered.

Don't forget to cover lens with finger when setting shutter.
Don't forget to turn roller No. II, to change surface of film,

immediately after each exposure.
Don't open Kombi. when loaded, except in light-tight dark

room. Light, if used, should be ruby or orange.
SNAP-SHOTS.

take snap-shots on same film as time-exposures.
take snap-shots with time-exposure cap on.
let Kombi shake while snappi ng the latch.
take snap shots indoors or in the shade; only in bright
light, outdoors.
Don't point Kombi toward the sun.

Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

TInE- EXPOSURES.

Don't
Don't
Don't
Don't

forget to use time-exposure cap (small opening).
forget to rest Kombi on a stand or tripod.
point Kombi toward the window.
make mistakes as to time. Study "Time-Table", on
pages 6 and 7.
LOADING.

Don't expose the film too long to ruby light. . One minute

is long enough for loading.
Don't handle film with moist fingers.
Don't touch dull or sensitive side of film with your fingers.
DON'T
think that because a thing's simple, it doesn't need a little learning.
Read " KOMBI PHOTOGRAPHY" ove r again.
If you don't get along as yott ought, see a photogTapheT 01' tt:l'ite
ALFRED C. KEMPER,
208-2/0 Lake St., Chicago, /lI., U. S. A .

•
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. PRICE LIST.
EACH.

Tli E KO MBI (packed in cloth-covered Carrying Case).. .. .. ..
.. $3.50
Holl of Film for 25 exposures .......... .............. ...... .. ........ .. .
.20
Box of 5 Rolls of Film (for 25 exposures each) .... . . .. . ................ .. 1.00
Complete Developing and P rinting Outfit .................. . . .... .
3 .00
Contains the following assOI'/ment:

1 Rombi Ruby Lamp ................................................ ..
1 Set (3 ) Black Enameled Steel Trays (15 x 2 inches) .... .
1 P ackage Developing Powders (enough for 500 pictures)
1 Package Hypo (1 pound Hyposnlphite of Soda) . .......... . .
1 Bottle Soaking Solution .... .. ............ .... ................ . ...... .
1 Rombi Printing Frame and Glass ...... ... ............... ...... ... . ..
-{ 1 Set (2 stripS) Paper Mask s and Gnmmed Strips . .. .. . .... .... ... . ... .
1 Bottle Toning Solntion ..................... .... ...... .... . ... .. .... ..
1 Set (2 sheets) F errotype, 5 x 14 inch es, for burnishing prints .... . .. .

I

I
[ I P~~~~~~(.lO."~e.e.ts~.~~n~~~~z.~~.p~p~~.(~ach.. ~~~i~.~~Ough for eight
I 1 Package (1 dozen) Card J\'lounts ................. .. ... ..... .

.75

.60
.25

.10
.25
.45

.10
.25
.20
.25
.10
.10

l 1 Bottle Polishing Solution (for Ferrotype Sheets) . ..... . .
Strips of Transparencies (containing 25 perfect photos. suitable for t he
Graphoscope feature of the Kombi) .. . .......... .. .. .
.60
No.1 Extension Tripod, with plate attached . ... . ....... .. .......... .. ... . 2.50
No.2 Staff Tripod, with plate attached ........... . .. .. . .
1.50
Tripod Plate, complete ............................................... ..
.35
Rombi Clasp (showing when loaded) ........................... ..... .... .
.10
Mag a zine containing extra loading .. . .....
. ...... .. .. .... . .
1· 50
Double Rubber L oad iug Sleeve (for daylight loading) ... . .. ... .. . . .. . .
.60
nagnes ium Ca rtridges, (for Flash Light Exposures,)
No.1, small, per p ackage (Yo doz,) ....
. .. . . .... . .. ...... ... .
.50
No.2, medium.
. ... ........ . ... .... ... . ... ... . ... .
.SO
212, large,
1.20
a. very large,
1.50
Expre,sage 15 cents pel' package extra, if prepaiJ . Not maila ble.
U

FOR RELOADING . DEVELOPING AND PRINTING.
Developing 1 striP. from 15c. and upward. See §§ 4 and 5, on page 10.
Printing and Burnishing Pictures from strips sent us, per picture, one cent.
Re-Ioading Rombi with film for 25 exposures ...... ............ ..........
.25
Mounting Pictures on Cards. from 35c. to 50c per doz.
If the negatives of strips sent usare not perfect, we will not print more than
one or two copies.
When returnin g Kombi to be reloaded don't forget to enclose 8 cents for ret urn
postage.

•
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PRICE LIST, - Continued.
PER DOZ .

.Gilt, Stamped-Metal Frames (for single pictures): each 5c.
.. .. $ .60
Thumb Scre,y: each 5c ................ , .. " .... .. ............ ,'
.60
Hi ggin' s Photo Mounte r:
( No.1 Glass Jar 3 OZ,: each 15c ...... .. ' .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .... 1.80
I .. 2 " .. 6" .'. 25c .. .... ...... ' .......... , .. .. .. , ............. 3.00
. .. 3"
.. 14"
.. 50c ............................................ 6,00
Ferrotype Sheets, 10 x 14: each 15c..... .. .... .. ....
1.80
Developing Powder (Box of 1 doz. Powders); per box 50c..
6.00
EAOH.

Magnesium Powder, for Refilling Cartridges; 1 oz. Package with 12 Fuses.
Kombi Album, Size 8y' x S% to hold 100 Pictures.... .. .... ... .. .. " .......
Kombi Album, Size 8;4 x 6Y.
to hold 200 Pictures ........ ' .
Kombi Album , filled with
Sample Prints for deal ers
only, furnished at cost. Write
for Terms.
Plate and lOp 01 Staff Tr Ipod
Sol io Paper . in Packages of 1
Gross Sheets, per Package ....
Karsak Paper, in Packages of
1 Gross Sheets, per Package,

Foldmg Tripod and P1a~.

Double Rubber Daylight Loadlna: S!eev~

1.00
.25
.40

3.2.;
R.OO
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Developing and Printing Outfit.

KOMBl PHOTOGRAPHY.

~. ~~~:::::::

II I1

C. Film R oller,
- 1.1'1 -' '
L ocking and
t ension plate .15
II "I
D. Shutter.
.20
II ,!
E. Spring Click .10
1 II
F. Spring Shut·
"',;1
ter Latch. .20
G. Spring Shutter Catch.
.20
H. Rivet.
1. Film Guide
Roller with
Click Pin. .15
J. Film Guide
Roller, plain .. lO
K. Time-Exposure Oap.
.20
L. Lens Oap. .20
M. L ens Bed . . .20
N. Lens.
.25
O. Square Mat .. 20
P. Platen.
.15
Q. Round Mat. .20
1

Price List of Interchangeable Parts.
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Dictionary of Photographic -Term s
And Index to Kombi Photography.
SEE PAGE .
Prints made on Ferro-Prussiate Paper, which shows
the photograph in blue and white... . ... . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . .. . . .... . . . 24
BURNISHING . A process by which a very high polish or gloss is given
to the face of the photograph.. .... . .. .......................... .. .... ... . 23
CAP. A cover for front of lens..... .. .... .. .... .... ..............
8
CLICK. The "Click" on the Kombi is caused by a small pin pre.sing
against a spring, and indicates how much film has been rolled up on
roller.... .. .. .. .... .. .. . . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ... .......... . ........ 5 & 14
DARK ROOM. A room where light cannot penetrate, used when working with sensitized film ...... .................................... .......... 12
DEVELOPING. Chemically treating film, afte,- expos",-e, so as to bring
out the picture projected on it by the lens.. .. . .... ..
.. ...... 9 & 15
BLUE PRINTS.

DEVELOPING BATH .. .......... ~ ... ........ . ............................... 16
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING OUTFIT ...... ..... .... .. .... .. . .. .......... 16
EXPOSURE. 'rhe exposure of the film to the action of light passing

through the lens. Performed by opening the shutter (snapping the
latch) .................... . ................................................ 4
EXPOSURES. Time of: See "Time Table" .... .. .. .... ......... .. .. .. .. .. .... 6
EXTERIOR OF KOnBI... ......... ............................. .. ............ 3
FERRO- PRUSSIATE PAPER. Paper which has been sensitized by
treatment with a saltof iron. Used in making "Blue Prints" . .... ... .... 24
FERRO- TYPE SHEET. A prepared iron sheet used in burnisbing
prints ....................................................................... 23
FERRO- TYPE SHEET. To clean ...... .. ......... ......................... 23
F ILM, Sensitized . A chemically treated strip of material, sensitive to
the action of light.. . . . .... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .... 4
FILn, To Ret",-nj",· Developing ...... .......... . ............................. 9
FILM GUIDE- ROLLERS. Two small rollers in Kombi used. as guides
to keep tilm in position when winding ........... . . " ... . ... .. .. '" .... .. 11
FILn ROLLERS. The two rollers upon which the film is wound, in
roll holder of Kombi ....................................................... 11
FIXING . Chemically treating developed film, so it loses i ts sen sitiveness to light ... . ......... .. .......... .. . .............................. 19
FIXING BATH ... ... ... .................. ...............
.. ............ 16
FLASH LIGHT. The light made by the flashing up, when ignited, of a

Magnesium Cartridge... . .... .. .... .. .... .. ... . .. .. . .. .. .. .... . .. .. .. .. .. .. 8

FLASH LIGHT EXPOSURE. An instantaneous exposure made at night

by a flash light.... .. .. .. .. .... .. .... .... .. .... .. .... ...................... S·
GRAPHOSCOPE. An optical instrument for magnifying photographs.
The Kombi is a combined Camera and Graphospope ........ ........ . .... 24
HYPO. Hyposulphite of Soda. Used for Fixing Bath .......... _........... 16
INDOOR .PICTURES ..... ..........

. .... .. .... .. ... ..................... 5
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INTENSIFIER. A solution for intensif ying or strengthening weak or

under-developed negatives ........... . .. ..... ............... . .......... . . . 18

INTERIOR of Ko11tbi ... . .................... " .. .. .. . . .... .. .. .. .. . . . . .
LANDSCAPES .... .. .... .. . . ..
.. .. . . . ...................................
LARGE OBJECTS, to photograph.. .. .. ....
.... .. ... . .. .... .... .... .. ....
LENS. Piece of glass ground to a certain shape. Convex, double convex, concave, double concave, etc . ... " .. .... . .... , .. .. .... .. .... .. .. . .. ..
LIGHT, for Dark Room .. . ..... . ................ ............... ....... . ......
LOADING . Inserting film in Kombi . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . ... .. ................ .
MAGAZINES. An extra roll holder containing extra loading for Kombi. . . .
MASK. Paper strip with holes over which negatives are fastened, in

10
6
6

3
12
12
9

. printing .. . .................. ....... .. ......... . .. .......................... 21

MAT. Piece of rubber. with square. round, or fanciful center hole to

determine shape of photograph

. ... . .. . . .. .. .

. ...... H

MAT, To remove.......... ............................ ... . . . .......... . ..... 10
MAT, To'insert .......... .. . . . ......
.. ........ .. ........ 15
MOUNTING . Pasting photographs upon a card, or mount ............. .. ... 23
NEGATIVE. Film, or glass, which has been "exposed," "developed"

and "fixed."

(See those terms in dictionary ) ..

. ..... " .. ...

4

OUTDOOR PICTURES .. .. . .. .. .. .. ... ... ..
.. . .. .. 5
OVER- DEVELOPMENT .. .. .. ..
.. 18
OVER-EXPOSURE .... " .... " " ..
. ... 18
PAPER , Sensitized. Paper upon which photographs are printed. from

negatives .. " .. " . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .

.. ...... 20

POLISHING SOLUTION. A solution for polishing Ferro-Type Sheet .......
PORTRAITS .. ..
" " .. ....
.. .. " .. .. .. . .. ..
POSTAGE , On Kombi....
................. .......................
PLATEN. Piece of rubber over which film is stretched in Roll Holder .....
PRINTING. 1I1aking pictures on sensitized paper or other material by

23
6

g
11

action of light passing throughnegative .................................. 20

PRINTING FRAnE .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
. ...... ..... ....... 21
PRINTS. Photographs (which have not been toned or fixed). .. .
21
PRINTS. How to keep.. . .. .. . ......... . .......... .. .... . .. . .
. ... . ... ...... 21
PROJECT. To throw forward. Applied in photography to t he action of

the lens in throwing a picture upon the film . .
'l'he rear portion ofKom bi, or case for Film Rollers
and FIlm.......................... .... ............ ........
SHIPPING Kombi.. ..
SHORT STOP. A solution to arrest the action of chemicals used in
toning.. ...... ..........
.. .............
SHUTTER. Piece of metal which opens or closes the opening behind
the lens.. .. .. .. ...... ...... .. .......... ...............
SMALL OBJECTS, to photograph ....
. .... .. . .. " .. .
SNAP SHOT CAP. Cap with large opening (for Kombi.) Used to
cover lens in taking sn ap shots when light is exceptionally bright. ..
ROLL HOLDER.

11
9

22
3
6

8
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An instantaneous exposure. An exposure
PAGE
made by "snapping the latch" .......................-: .......... " .. .. .. . . 5
SOAKING SOLUTION. Solution in which film is soaked, after develop.. " .. . . " .. 20
ment. to prevent curling while drying.. .. ..
SPRING LATCH . The latch which guides and controls the movement
of the Ko mbi shutter.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
3
T AKINO PICTURES, Rules for
6
TIME EXPOSURE. Any exposure longer than asnap shot.
5
TIME EXPOSURE CAP. Cap with small opening...... .......
8
SNAP-SHOT EXPOSURE.

TIME TABLE .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ..
TONING .. Chemically chan!(ing the red di sh color of prints into the deep

6

purplIsh color of the fimshed photograph .......... .. .................... 22
. .. . . 22

TONING SOLUTION, To coo l before using.. ..
UNDER-DEVELOPMENT.. .. .. ..
UNDER- EXPOSURE .. ..
UNLOADING ........... ... .. .

.. .. .. .. .. ..
.... . .. ....

The Kombi, Ful/ Size.

.. .. . .... 18
... .. .... 19
.. .. .... 15
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